Cell Cultures from Microbiological Associates

Integrity
- Cell cultures are prepared in laboratories supplied with absolute filtered air under positive pressure
- Handling of cell cultures is limited to one cell type per room followed by thorough cleaning of room
- The history of each production lot is maintained through rigid protocol control
- Quality assurance on all media products used in cell production is strictly maintained

Quality
- Cell cultures are screened daily for typical cell morphology and growth pattern
- Heteroploid and diploid stock and production serial line cultures are tested weekly to

insure absence of mycoplasma
- Prior to shipping, cultures are examined microscopically for optimal confluency and characteristic cell morphology
- Representative cultures from each lot of cell cultures are monitored for 14 days by the Quality Assurance Department

Reliability
- Excess cell cultures are produced each week to attain maximum shipping reliability
- We are often able to respond to your last minute requirements for routinely produced cell cultures
- Through our air carrier's communication system, we maintain point to point shipping control

Microbiological Associates

Building 100
Biggs Ford Road
Walkersville, Maryland 21793

Customer Service: Toll Free 800-638-8174
Maryland Customers Call: 301/898-7025
Washington, D.C. Area Call: 654-3400
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Manuscripts should be sent to:
Dr. Joseph D. Feldman
Department of Immunopathology
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation
La Jolla, California 92037

If and when the manuscript is published, it will become the sole property of The Journal and all copyright will be taken out in the name of The Williams & Wilkins Company, and all rights in copyright reserved to The Williams & Wilkins Company.

Contributions may be short or long; the length should be commensurate with the scientific content. The chief criteria for acceptance are quality, originality, and clarity.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPT

The original and two (2) copies of the manuscript, including references, legends, figures and illustrations, must be submitted. The text and all other material, e.g., footnotes, references, and acknowledgments, must be typed in double space (at least ¾-inch or 5-mm spacing from the bottom of one line to the top of a capital of a succeeding line) on one side of 8½ inch x 11 inch paper of good quality. The two (2) copies may be legible carbon or mimeographed copies or photocopies.

A short title to be used as a running head (not more than 50 characters) should be typed alone on the first page. Type the complete title on the second page, and the authors' full names (first name, middle initial(s), surname) and affiliations on the third page. The format of The Journal must be followed in typing the text and the list of references. References will be numbered as they appear in the text and will be listed in the format:


Only papers that have been accepted for publication should be listed in the references (i.e., articles that are already paginated or in press). Manuscripts in preparation, unpublished observations, and personal communications should be referred to as such in text; completed manuscripts that have been submitted for publication may be cited as a footnote to the text. If such information is in press when the author receives his galley proofs he may make appropriate citations in the text at that time.

All material to be set in a type size different from that of the text, such as tables, case histories, quotations, formulas, legends for figures and illustrations, footnotes, and references must be typed on separate pages. If abbreviations are to be used in the paper, the abbreviations and their meanings should be typed double spaced, in one paragraph, on a separate sheet. Legends should not be attached to or written on figures or illustrations and must be typed double spaced. The position of tables and figures in the text may be indicated on the page margin.

Illustrations and Photomicrographs. Photographs of figures and other illustrative material must be on glossy paper (in triplicate); they must be clearly marked on the reverse side with the number, author's name, and orientation (top) and should be unmounted. Graphs should be in black ink on unlined or bluelined paper. If graphs exceed 9 x 12 inches in size, they must be accompanied by glossy photographic reproductions within that size.

For photomicrographs a better grade of paper may be used at additional cost, up to $100.00 for a single page. Estimates can be obtained when the manuscript is submitted for publication. Estimates for color photomicrographs are also available.

Communications. Short papers, at the author's request, may be printed in the Communications section of The Journal. These papers should not exceed two (2) printed pages in length, including summary, references, tables and figures. The text of a full printed page contains about 1000 words. If accepted, their publication will be accelerated, usually within two (2) months of acceptance. For this reason, proofs are not sent to the authors, but rather to the Office of the Editor. Suitability for publication will be judged on the basis of timeliness, novelty, and importance by the usual refereeing procedure.

MANUSCRIPTS THAT DO NOT CONFORM TO THESE SPECIFICATIONS MAY NOT BE ACCEPTED, AT THE EDITOR'S DISCRETION.

Page Charges. Authors will be charged $30.00 for each printed page of an article or a Communication. All manuscripts, if accepted, will be published only after commitment by the author(s) or financial officer of their institution to pay a charge of $30.00 per published page. No exceptions can be made.

Reprints. Reprints must be ordered in advance. A form showing the cost of reprints, together with an order slip, is sent with the galley proof. No more than 1000 reprints of any article may be purchased. The invoice for reprints will include the charges for pages.